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1. Introduction 
Sociologists tend to assume inequality matters, while economists often assume it does 
not, saying inequality generates dynamic incentives in competitive markets. 
Alternatively, other economists say inequality does matter; this is but mainly because it 
affects economic growth, which they claim to be the foundation of social progress. 
Meanwhile, sociologists disagree over whether inequality matters due do its violation of 
social justice principles, of some notional social contract, or whether it is actually 
undermining the foundations of a coherent and functional human society. This paper 
suggests the latter provide more coherent explanations. 

However, the lack of consensus over inequality contrasts with an apparent consensus (in 
aim if not method) on the need to eliminate poverty. This consensus has led to sustained 
efforts to chart poverty, even if the global data remains uncertain. Advocates of 
corporate globalisation (e.g. Norberg 2005) assert simply that open markets enhance 
growth and reduce poverty. The evidence does not really support that claim. World 
Bank data suggests a strong decline in world income poverty between 1984 and 2004 
(from 64% to 48%), though much of this was due to the contribution of China. When 
China was removed the data showed a global decline from 59% to 52%, with extreme 
poverty falling from 30% to 21%. Yet in some regions poverty had risen, or had fallen 

ssive economic growth, of course, 
has hardly been an example of open market philosophy. Further, the measurement of 
Chinese poverty reduction has been subject to some alarmingly precarious assumptions. 
That was shown by a 2008 World Bank revision of Chinese inflation and purchasing 

to be about 40 percent smaller in 
). Such radical data set revisions 

hardly engender confidence in the figures. National poverty figures are sometimes more 
credible, but may also be subject to weak, static assumptions (e.g. Jaque 2007: 3). 

The area of economic inequality is even more poorly documented. While some 
economists call for a rethink of the way in which inequality is conceived and calculated, 

ges concerning the direction of 
change in global inequality in the last twenty to t

the 1980s (Piketty 2014: 24-25). The claims of these calculations to represent some sort 
of reliable social portrait certainly deserve scrutiny. 

We can be sceptical of this narrow and shifting data, and the assumptions behind it. 
Nevertheless, there is something to the economic argument about an incentive-linked 
functionality of some degree of inequality. Yet grave inequality can be corrosive of 
social foundations. So which values and which logic should form the touch-stone of 
public policy? An initial problem is that many of the explanations of why inequality 
matters rest on previously prioritised assumptions 
demands for the policy centrality of economic growth.  Such arguments tend to lack 
relevance and interest for those who do not share these assumptions.  



Of course, inequality is studied for different reas
the classical concerns of sociology has been to ide

which he says may be a fruitless dichotomy (Milner 1987: 1053). Social scientists have 
discussed the consequences, the varieties of inequality and what extent of inequality is 
desirable (Therborn 2013: 41-43), along with the dynamic links between inequality and 
poverty (Wedderburn 1974; Townsend 1974) and the great structural forces that drive 
contemporary inequality (Piketty 2014). Amartya Sen attempts an individual analysis of 
inequality, based on his capabilities ideas, but defers to Rawls for a more social critique 
(Sen 1995: 144-148). Very often little attention is given to the principal objection to 
inequality. Most of the economic explanations are even more opaque, often sharing 
quite different assumptions to those of the sociologists. For example Piketty, after his 
impressive empirical account of how and why contemp
in recent times, simply asserts that extreme inequality must, at some stage, become 

571), but without really explaining why. Yet slave societies, in the not too distant past, 
endured for centuries. So what might it be that makes highly unequal societies 

 case. With that in mind, this paper 
argues that the question of why inequality should be an important concern for public 
policy remains an important opening question. 

The paper begins with these propositions: we should consider the wide range of 
difference in explanations, yet it is important to identify the distinct bases for public 
policy concern. The primary logic of those concerns should be highlighted, and greater 
attention should be paid to those which address the concern more directly. Explanations 

ncern tend to be more convincing 
when they begin to explain its socially corrosive nature; however most explanations do 
not start there. So a brief review of the territory seems warranted. The paper reviews in 
four categories: the economic arguments, the dynamic poverty and human development 
explanations, the social contract and social justice theories, and finally the social 
integrity explanations. It suggests that the latter are generally more satisfactory as 
primary explanations as well as for their support for practical individual and collective 
self-determination. 

1. Economic arguments 
Not so long ago many influential western economists

that, while poverty was an 
incapacitating social problem, inequality was functional in creating incentives to 

 said that inequality matters because 
it damaged economic growth, and destabilised investment. A third version has linked up 
to social justice ideas, saying that serious inequalities in wealth and income create wider 

peak international agency for the promotion of private investment called absolute 



1990: 26, 32, 1, 24). There was some recognition that poverty was wider than income 
but, at the same time, a consistent assertion that driving economic growth (usually 
measured as average GDP per capita) was the principal means of reducing poverty. 

growth (World Bank 1990: 32, 3). This was argued as a type of virtuous cycle. Yet 
 is not the same as inequality; the 
 26), as inequality was an important 

incentive to participate in markets and (according to neoclassical doctrine) distribution 
was said to be best determined by competitive markets. The view remains, amongst 

that freedom is more important than equality (Norberg 2005), drawing on the idea that 
 (Friedman and Friedman 1980).   

This is an approach which seeks to quarantine poverty from inequality. Often linked to 
ng selective use of liberal ideas, such 

ideas have been roundly criticised as ignoring both the social and the economic 
implications of serious inequality. Robert Wade, for example, pointed to weak evidence 
behind the neoliberal assertion that corporate globalisation is the best means of 
promoting growth, and therefore also for reducing inequality (Wade 2005: 17-20). He 
argues that inequality does indeed matter, but does not clearly explain why. Instead he 

33). This was reference to a revised economic line where we see the acceptance, from a 
number of macro-economists and corporate advisers, that inequality does indeed matter 

 of both financial and political 

This revised line has it that weak lower incomes undermine the strong consumer 
demand necessary to drive markets. This in turn is linked to economic policy which, the 
macro-economists say, should stimulate mass consumption. Paul Krugman therefore 

because it diverted attention from the need for government stimulus (Krugman 2013). 
That is, the political impact of the neoliberal-dominated inequality debates has been to 
undermine a growth oriented economic policy. In a similar vein, Joseph Stiglitz 
criticises high levels of inequality in the USA, arguing that, in place of incentives (such 

employment and opportunities. He adds a wider but very general warning that there is a 

[as] economic inequality inevitably translates into

There are multiple problems with both the original and the revised economic arguments. 
Their shared reliance on growth makes the question of inequality secondary to and 
dependent on the central commitment to what is, in effect, the indiscriminate expansion 
of formal economies. Yet the measurement of formal economies hardly ever accounts 
for the associated informal, subsistence, social and environmental displacement and 
destruction; and the livelihoods associated with or affected by these processes may well 
outweigh any benefits to be found in formal sector expansion. In any case, whether or 
not gross informal sector growth actually reduces inequality is another question, over 
which economists themselves are undecided (Atkinson and Brandolini 2010: 33-34).  



A second important weakness in the economic arguments can be found in the narrow 
definitions of poverty and inequality, along with the artificial separation of the two. 
Income-based measures, more often than not, say little about access to clean water, 
education, critical infrastructure and a clean and sustainable environment. Such matters 
are obvious and notorious, especially in development debates, and are generally better 
addressed by social analysts with a wider perspective. 

The third variation of the economic approach is one which alludes to supposed social 
and political consequences of extremes in economic inequality, but without any great 
elaboration of those consequences. We see this in Stiglitz (2014) and Piketty (2014), 
more as an evocative line at the end of their central economic preoccupation. Stiglitz, 
having focussed on aggregate demand and budgets, briefly and ominously alludes to the 

iketty, having explained the structural 
ecent decades (because the return on 

capital has remained much higher than the growth rate), briefly suggests this must be 
ocratic societies and to the values of 

14: 571). However he does not 
explain why this must be so. Fair enough, that was not the main purpose of his work. 
Nevertheless, here as elsewhere in the economic arguments, it is difficult to find a 
satisfactory primary explanation of why inequality matters.  

2. Dynamic Poverty and Human Development explanations 
Some economic explanations have advanced by what could be called the dynamic 

evelopment ideas. The first 
developed the relationship between the more narrowly defined economic measures and 
broader social dynamics, while the second broadened the older idea of economic 
development to a notion more resonant with particular human capacities or 

In the dynamic notions of poverty, persistent and grave inequality could be seen as 
constitutive of or in a dynamic relationship with poverty. These ideas are not new. Back 
in the 1970s Wedderburn questioned whether poverty 

2). Townsend suggested that 
onsistently only in terms of the 
poverty had to be viewed more 

equality which tend to be 
[proscribed] from public and even academic discours
is, multiple forms of social exclusion were never properly calculated in simple dollar-
income poverty measures. 

Static definitions of poverty are inadequate. In highly unequal societies, like the Latin 
American, there can be great mobility between pover
of vulnerable people may remain at the point of falling into poverty (Bravo 2001). A 
Chilean study, with a base in income poverty measur
poor in 1996 were not poor in 2001, while 48 percent of the poor in 2001 were not poor 

 extent of people exposed to income 
poverty, even across relatively few years. Many households experienced transient 



vulnerable were those with health problems, those engaged in precarious work, those 
with large numbers of children and those with poor levels of education (Neilson, 
Contreras, Cooper and Hermann 2008: 270). A Chilean minister confirmed that the 
number of families who had been in poverty, over several years, was substantially 
higher than those caught in any one time frame (Jaque 2007: 3). Such calculations show 
up some of the problems in simple poverty measures and suggest a need to look for 
links with social exclusion and vulnerability. They generally do not, however, offer 
primary explanations of the import of inequality. 

A recent report, adopted by the United Nations, recognised that poverty, broadly 
considered, is intimately linked to inequality. In 

ties in health, education and 
opportunities for social and political participatio
poverty this report pointed out that a simple focus
generation does not acknowledge the intergeneration

olitical dimensions, integrating 
improvements in health, education, economic develop
break cycles of poverty (UNGA 2005: 12). To this way of thinking, then, the links 
between social exclusion, inequality and poverty are apparent. 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) by the 

been quite important in development debates, but less original in the inequality debates. 
Sen did apply his capabilities theory to inequality

6). However his focus remained on 
the individual, providing a wider and more human se

cal economists. Sen really staked out a 

f from the more conservative 
economic liberals (e.g. Friedman and Friedman 1980), while paralleling their logic. As 

rom theoretical demand, Sen 

ity (as relative deprivation) often 
had a dynamic relationship with poverty (as absolut
in the space of incomes can yield absolute deprivat

5: 115). It was intrinsic to this 
on ... cannot be adequately judged by 

8). While an individualistic 
ach does touch on economic 

ial inequality Sen reverts to debates 
of social justice, influenced by Rawls (Sen 1995: 144-148). 

As with the dynamic poverty explanations, human development ideas do begin to 
demonstrate the social character of inter-linked poverty and inequality, but typically 
revert to individual analysis. They may engage the social context of relative deprivation; 
but their method often remains individualist. Such explanations may miss the wider 
import of inequality through the erosion of public institutions (a necessary by-product 



of hyper-commercialisation) and by environmental inequalities. For example, 
individualised relative deprivation analysis does not address the social dynamics of 
unequal access to infrastructure, such as clean water sources.  

3. Theories of social contract and social justice 
Notions of social function and dysfunction have contributed to the more normative 
theories of social contract and social justice, both of which tend to address inequality 
more directly than the ideas discussed above. While some inequality might be 
considered functional, for example in providing incentives or rewards, more grave 
levels are often considered illegitimate; but by which means and standards? An implicit 

sted in which, as Weber put it, 
 minimum of voluntary submission 

lities beyond implicit boundaries 
omenting dysfunctional conflict and 

crime.  

The sociological and criminological literature cont
abour market instability, this is said 

to generate crime, violence and social insecurity (Vanneman and Pettigrew 1972; 

and security, class disadvantage may grow in key areas such as education and health 
and then, in turn, social cohesion is undermined. Inequality can be seen to breed social 
tensions where the less well-off feel dispossessed,

n and Loayza 2002: 2; Stack 1984: 
229). In a study which looked at robbery and homicide as key crime indicators, crime 
rates and inequality positively correlated, within countries and between countries. 
Without identifying the mechanisms for this process
correlation reflects causation from inequality to crime rates, even controlling for other 

a 2002: 26). Another broad study 

the impact of inequality was large, 

2000: 530, 537). Notice, though, that the focus here has turned to the dysfunctional 
effects of inequality, rather than the foundational character of it. 

Problems with the inclusion of functionality within a supposed social contract are that 
this approach may not help identify limits beyond which grave inequality becomes anti-

macy, through induced tolerance. 
Such may be the case in fatalistic cultures. In oth

eply unequal social regimes. 
Moreover, the consent or submission of social contract explanations may weaken 
important social bonds and social institutions. 

ed an alternative theory of justice to 

rinciples for justice had to be 
determined by rational choice but in fair circumstances. By this line of reasoning, 
inequalities were permissible only if they protected or improved the least advantaged 
members of society (Rawls 1971: 11-15). This idea required an equitable distribution of 



ull and equal participation of all 
groups in a society that is mutually shaped to meet
the older idea of alienable rights. This social justice approach has also been suggested as 

ounded in principles of distributive 
lar approach, and its implications for 

inequality have been relied on by Sen (1995) and Therborn (2013), along with 
economists like Stiglitz (2014) and Piketty. The latter says that serious inequality means 

otentially threatening to democratic 
societies and to the values of social justice on wh
571). Nevertheless, idealised social justice explanations often fail to address integral 
social function and agency. That is why I suggest we need to move one step further. 

4. Social integrity explanations 
refer to those approaches which 

emphasise the integrity of social systems, prioritising social inclusion and so making 
exclusion and serious inequality a matter of primary concern. In these approaches grave 
inequality undermines the central dynamic of popular self-determination, along with 
individual and social development. Inequality is seen as degrading social integrity, 

n, not least universal social, health 
and education systems. Such approaches engage well with the broader notions of social 
citizenship and social democracy (e.g. Marshall 1950), as well as with the more 
contemporary recognition that individual citizen rights requires support from an 
integral, accountable and independent body politic (HRC 1984). Social integrity 
explanations are best at demonstrating that grave inequality: denies the social identity, 
cohesion and agency necessary for realising the right to self-determination; blocks 

 children as social beings and is 
constitutive of poverty and similarly incapacitating and exclusionary. 

Many writers have spoken of serious inequality as socially corrosive (Polanyi 1944, 
Myrdal 1957, Wilkinson and Pickett 2010). Polanyi pointed out that, in traditional 
societies which relied on reciprocity, extreme indi

individuals and society (Polanyi 1944: 

(Polanyi 1944: 3). Myrdal (1957) touched on a similar idea when he spoke of vicious 
and virtuous cycles of social development and decay. To this way of thinking, neither 
social advances nor social regressions could be understood simply through individual 
initiatives or the atomised dynamics of markets; they had to consider the complex cross-
linkages between communities, governance and industry. The exclusion of large groups 
of people through serious inequalities was necessarily damaging to core social 
functionality. 

Wilkinson and Pickett, drawing on observations from public and private health systems, 

say, benefits the entire society, not just the poorest groups. Focussing mainly on 
wealthy countries they downplay the overstated advantages of higher incomes, and 
instead show correlations between inequality and a range of health and social problems: 
lack of trust, mental illness, life expectancy, infant mortality, obesity, educational 
performance, teenage pregnancies, homicide, imprisonment rates, social mobility an 
even poorer environmental practice (Wilkinson and Pickett 2010: 19-21, 82-83, 232). 



After considering other possible causes of these pr
is the common denominator, and a hugely damaging fo
2010: 190-195). While other studies point to similar correlations with the broader 

 Wilkinson and Pickett through links 
to income disparities (Daly, Duncan, Kaplan and Lynch 1998: 315; also Duleep 1986).   

Using wider concepts of citizenship, as well as notions of reciprocity or conditional 
fairness, Fabian socialists Horton and Gregory present another social integrity 
explanation. Pointing to a rise in relative poverty since the early 1980s, and the 
problems this raises for social welfare, they argue that participatory principles and 
universal social programs are more likely to maintain support than contributory or 
obligatory schemes (Horton and Gregory 2009: 5, 91, 212). Of course, this has 
important implications for the question of targeted versus universal social programs. 

In their strong social approach, Wilkinson and Pickett assert that addressing inequality 
interested consumerism driven by 

status competition, towards a more socially integra
to] develop the public ethos and commitment to work

n and Pickett 2010: 233). Greater 
equality, they say, benefits not just the less well-off but the wealthy and the entire social 

[or more literate] if they are in a more equal society than people in the same category of 
income, education or class in a less equal society.

same level of income or education, are 
compared across countries, those in more equal soci
Pickett 2010: 275-276). This evidence-based approach to the broader benefits of more 
equal societies constitutes a powerful intervention in the public policy of highly liberal 
or privatised societies, and represents an important example of the social integrity 
approach to inequality. Such cohesive social development is also at the root of an 
important report on the right to education (Tomasevski 2006). 

Table 1 below summarises the four types of explanations which have been discussed. I 
suggest the social integrity approach is the most satisfactory, as it identifies more 
directly, with a more primary logic, the bases for public policy concern over serious 
inequality. The more socially centred explanations make stronger links to the organic 
processes of practical individual and social self-determination, so necessary for the 
survival and reproduction of human societies. 

Table 1

Explanations of 
Inequality

Limiting factors Primary logic

Economic arguments Inequality limited to and 
defined by income 

Growth in income matters 

Dynamic poverty and 
human development 
explanations 

Problems of inequality 
defined by effective rights 
and/or social justice 

Inequality linked to poverty; 
effective individual rights matter  



Theories of social contract 
and social justice 

Conflict defines the problem, 

idealised relations avoid it 

Notional social agreements and/or 
idealised social justice matter 

Social integrity explanations Direct engagement; equitable 
participation is socially  
necessary 

Inequality a basic problem; social 
exclusion obstructs individual and 
social self-determination 

Concluding remarks 
While there may be wide discussion of inequality there is little real consensus over the 
bases for public policy concern. This may not change anytime soon, but there are 
reasons why the matter should be discussed and criteria for such concern debated. Not 
the smallest reason for the lack of consensus is the influence of economic arguments, 
which tend to make inequality a derivative concern of growth in aggregate formal 
economies. As argued above, this is a weak and consequential logic which assumes a 
common and privileged public policy place for economic growth, while treating serious 

 or as having little broader 
dysfunctional logic of its own. Amongst the more social explanations we often also see 
a secondary logic, sometimes abstract or idealised, which often only partially engages 
with the question. 

More satisfactory, I suggest, are those explanations those which link serious inequality, 
including relative poverty and social exclusion, more directly to both individual 
fulfilment and social self-determination. Social integrity explanations can best explain 
that grave inequality is not only constitutive of poverty, unjust and regarded as 
illegitimate, but also denies a necessary social id

eater primary logic how serious 
inequality can undermine integral social agency and a coherent body politic, so 
necessary for both social advancement and individual citizen rights. 
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